REGULATIONS
INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT (A CATEGORY)
FOR THE PRIZES OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
(MEN, WOMEN AND COMBAT SAMBO)

1. Goals of the competitions
1.1 Popularization and development of sambo in the Republic of Belarus and at the international scale
1.2 Strengthening international sports and cultural relations
1.3 Promotion of healthy lifestyle

2. Management of the competition (hereinafter the tournament)
2.1. General management of organization and carrying out of the tournament shall be arranged by the Ministry of Sports and Tourism of the Republic of Belarus and Belarusian Sambo Federation.
2.2. Direct management of the tournament shall be vested in the main panel of judges appointed by the Chairman of the FIAS Technical Commission.

3. Date and venue
The tournament shall take place from February 19 to February, 2020 in Minsk (Republic of Belarus) at the Sports Palace Culture and Sports Unitary Enterprise.

19 February
10.00-16.00 Arrivals
17.00-18.00 Accreditation and registration (hotel Belarus)

Storozhevskayay, 15

18.00-19.00 Referees and coaches meeting

20 February
10.00-15.00 Preliminaries
15.00-16.00 Weigh-in and draw:
Sports hall Pobediteley Avenue, 4
Men: -57 kg, -68 kg, -82 kg, -100 kg;
Women: -52 kg, -60 kg, -68 kg, -80 kg;
Combat sambo: -62 kg, -74 kg, -90 kg, +100 kg.

17.00-17.30 Opening ceremony
17.30 Finals, awarding ceremonies

21 February
10.00-15.00 Preliminaries
15.00 Finals, awarding ceremonies

22 February Departures

4. Conditions of participation
4.1. Only athletes that comply with the following requirements are able to compete in the tournament:

4.2. Registration of the teams to the competitions is made by means of FIAS online license and competitions registration system at [http://registration.sambo-fias.org/](http://registration.sambo-fias.org/). Each National Sambo Federation should get a login and a password from FIAS to access the system. Admission of the athletes to the competitions is made only by means of the system. The cost of license is **60 USD**, which includes the international sports insurance for the selected competitions from FIAS calendar. For additional information about registration and insurance, please contact the FIAS office: tel. +7 (495) 411-61-37, [info@sambo-fias.com](mailto:info@sambo-fias.com).

4.3. Heads of delegations shall submit the following documents upon arrival: application, passport or ID.

4.4. Each National Sambo Federation can apply with 2 athletes in a weight category only.

5. Conducting procedures
5.1. The tournament shall be carried out in accordance with the International rules for sambo competitions and Regulations for organization and holding of official FIAS competitions.
5.2. Provision of first medical aid by the Organizational Committee is guaranteed to all delegations.

6. Awarding
6.1. Prize-winning athletes shall be awarded with relevant diplomas and medals.

7. Financial conditions
7.1. Expenses for accommodation and catering from February 19 to February 22, 2020 shall be arranged by the Organizing Committee in accordance with the delivered invitations.

7.2. Expenses for accommodation and catering exceeding the provided quotas shall be paid by the sending organizations as follows.

8. Anti-doping
8.1. Doping controls will be conducted by the National Anti-Doping Organization officially recognized by WADA. The selection of the athletes will be carried out in accordance with the FIAS Anti-Doping Rules 2015 which are based on 2015 WADA Code. The selected athletes will be accompanied by a chaperone of the Organization since the moment when receive the notice until they arrive to the doping control station. A person of the choice of the athletes (the team physician, trainer and head of delegation) can accompany them. In the case of which the Organizing Committee does not provide accreditation card with photography the selected athlete is required to provide to the Doping Control Officer a valid passport or identity document with photography. Please plan your departure from the event with consideration that your athletes may be selected for Doping Control.

9. Marketing and advertising
9.1. The Organizational Committee shall guarantee compliance with the sponsorship rules provided for in the FIAS Marketing Manual to its partners and FIAS sponsors.

10. Accreditation
10.1. All participants shall undergo the accreditation procedure.

10.2. When undergoing the accreditation procedure heads of delegations shall submit the following documents to the secretariat of the competition: application for weight categories, passport or ID, FIAS license with the mark confirming Federation annual fee payment, insurance (original).

10.3. To obtain accreditation, media representatives shall fill-in the relevant form in the Media-Center – Accreditation section at the official FIAS website https://sambo.sport/, stipulating the name of the competition in the Comment section – Sambo World Cup Series “Open Championship
of the Republic of Belarus for the Prizes of the President of the Republic of Belarus”. This form is to be filled before January 18, 2020.

11. Media
11.1. The Organizing Committee of the Event shall provide all necessary conditions for the work of media representatives at the Event in accordance with the FIAS Media Regulations.

12. Miscellaneous
12.1. The deadline for confirmation is February 10, 2020.
12.2. If the delegates need visa support for arrival to the Republic of Belarus, please submit copies of passports and data on the consular departments where the visas shall be received.

Organizing Committee contact details:
Email: aksana-ta@mail.ru
+375447182752
+375296368466